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We present experimental 2D IR spectra of isotope diluted ice Ih (i.e., the OH stretch mode of HOD
in D2O and the OD stretch mode of HOD in H2O) at T = 80 K. The main spectral features are
the extremely broad 1-2 excited state transition, much broader than the corresponding 0-1 ground-
state transition, as well as the presence of quantum beats. We do not observe any inhomogeneous
broadening that might be expected due to proton disorder in ice Ih. Complementary, we perform
simulations in the framework of the Lippincott-Schroeder model, which qualitatively reproduce the
experimental observations. We conclude that the origin of the observed line shape features is the cou-
pling of the OH-vibrational coordinate with crystal phonons and explain the beatings as a coherent
oscillation of the O· · ·O hydrogen bond degree of freedom. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3592561]

I. INTRODUCTION

Water research attracts scientists from a variety of dis-
ciplines, ranging from biology, where it bounds to pro-
teins and other biological macromolecules,1 to astronomi-
cal observations,2 such as its presence in carbon-rich stars.3

Surprisingly, due to the strong hydrogen bonding nature of
the water molecule which allows the formation of complex
three dimensional hydrogen bonded motifs, the structure of
the macroscopic liquid is still under debate.4, 5 It has been
proposed that clusters of molecules occur, featuring tetrahe-
dral molecular coordination,6–10 in ways similar to that of the
crystalline phase. In total 15 different crystalline phases of
ice have been identified11–13 as well as a variety of amorphous
states.14 One of the intriguing variations among the crystalline
forms is that in some cases protons are randomly distributed
in an otherwise regular oxygen lattice, following the ice
rules.15–17 Ice Ih, one of these disordered forms, is the stable
crystalline ice under ambient pressure within the temperature
range of 273 K to 72 K. Lower in temperature lies its proton
ordered counterpart, ice XI.18–21 Proton disorder is interesting
from a theoretical point of view, considering the possible im-
pact it has to the phonon and exciton dynamics of ice Ih.22, 23

Neutron scattering provides a wealth of information on
internal and external phonons of ice, since it is not subject
to selection rules and reveals the density of states beyond
the k = 0 phonons.24–27 Furthermore, the linear IR and Ra-
man spectra of ice Ih have been investigated throughout the
whole frequency range.28–34 Nonlinear spectroscopic studies
such as pump-probe, hole-burning, photon-echo or 2D IR
spectroscopy, on the other hand, remained much more scarce.
In particular, the nonlinear infrared spectroscopy of the OH
stretch vibration (or correspondingly the OD stretch vibra-
tion) is of interest, since the local molecular environment
directly affects its frequency, line shape and dynamics.35, 36

The OH or OD stretch frequency is a sensitive probe of the
hydrogen bond strength, that is, the stronger it is hydro-

a)Electronic mail: phamm@pci.uzh.ch.

gen bonded, the more red-shifted is its vibrational tran-
sition. To simplify the problem, one often investigates
isotope diluted water, i.e., HOD in either H2O or D2O. Iso-
tope dilution spatially isolates the vibration from other res-
onant modes, so the excitation remains local and senses the
local environment. The additional information obtained from
nonlinear over linear spectroscopy concern the couplings be-
tween the various degrees of freedom of ice, as well as the
contribution of disorder, due to the sensitivity of nonlin-
ear spectroscopy in distinguishing homogeneous from inho-
mogeneous broadening.37 Previous nonlinear spectroscopic
studies of ice have resolved the vibrational dynamics of ice
Ih using hole burning38 and two-color mid IR pump-probe
spectroscopy.39 The temperature dependence of the vibra-
tional lifetime has been explored,40 its spectral features,38, 39

its dilution-dependence as well as its anisotropy41 and the dy-
namics of ice in reverse micelles.42

One intriguing observation of previous pump-probe ex-
periments were the extreme asymmetry in linewidth be-
tween the 0-1 and 1-2 transitions of the OH vibrator of
HOD/D2O.38, 39 The 1-2 transition, which is reached only in
a nonlinear experiment, has an exceptionally broad linewidth
of ≈350 cm−1, comparable with that of liquid water, while
that of the 0-1 transition is much narrower with ≈50 cm−1.39

It is generally assumed that the broad linewidth observed
in liquid water reflects the large inhomogeneity in hydrogen
bonding, contrary to the much narrower linewidth expected in
ice, where disorder surely is less, despite the proton disorder
discussed above. Along these lines, Bakker and co-workers
concluded39 that the additional broadening of the 1-2 tran-
sition must be due to lifetime broadening (corresponding to
a ≈15 fs vibrational lifetime). They identified a Fermi res-
onance with the HOD bending mode at ≈1470 cm−1 as the
only conceivable source for such a fast de-excitation of the
second excited state of the OH vibration. We will show though
that this explanation is at least incomplete.

In the present paper, we discuss 2D IR experiments
of isotope diluted ice Ih. The experiments are performed
with higher time resolution than previous pump-probe

0021-9606/2011/134(20)/204505/9/$30.00 © 2011 American Institute of Physics134, 204505-1
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experiments, enabling us to detect quantum beats which we
assign to strong anharmonic coupling to longitudinal acoustic
phonons. Furthermore, the 2D IR measurement resolves the
pump-frequency (in contrary to pump-probe spectroscopy),
permitting discrimination between homogeneous and inho-
mogeneous broadening of the OH stretching mode. The lat-
ter would reflect inhomogeneity due to proton disorder, which
however is not detectable. Finally, we perform experiments on
both the OH vibration of HOD in D2O and the OD vibration
of HOD in H2O. Also the 1-2 transition of the OD vibration
of HOD in H2O is significantly broader than the correspond-
ing 0-1 transition, albeit not quite as much as for the OH
vibration in HOD/D2O. With this observation we argue that
there must be other mechanisms responsible for the broad-
ening of the 1-2 transition, possibly in addition to the sug-
gested Fermi resonance,39 since the OD vibration is no longer
in resonance with the second overtone of the HOD bending
mode. We show that a full non-adiabatic treatment of the
Lippincott-Schroeder potential, which has been widely used
to explain spectroscopic and structural features of hydrogen-
bonded crystals,43, 44 can qualitatively explain all experimen-
tal observations.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Experimental methods

A commercial Ti:sapphire oscillator and chirped pulse
amplifier delivers ultrafast 800 nm pulses, of energy 1 mJ and
repetition rate of 1 kHz. A homebuilt optical parametric am-
plifier (OPA)45 is used to generate 1.8 μJ tunable compressed
mid-IR pulses of ≈65 fs duration (estimated by an interfer-
ometric autocorrelation measurement46) with a bandwidth of
250 cm−1. As a central frequency we use 2420 cm−1 for the
OD stretch and 3280 cm−1 for the OH stretch. For the 2D
measurements, we used a Fourier transform 2D IR setup in
pump-probe geometry.47, 48 The data acquisition is performed
with a fast scanning routine, described in detail elsewhere.48

Furthermore, the use of a wobbling brewster window makes
it possible to measure highly scattering samples, like the ones
presented here.49

We measure 14 population times between 50 fs and 1 ps
at parallel 〈Z Z Z Z〉 polarization geometry. All measurement
are taken at T = 80K using a nitrogen cooled cryostat, mak-
ing sure that we remain within the stable phase boundaries of
ice Ih.18–21 Purging with N2 is necessary due to CO2 absorp-
tion in the OD stretch frequency range. Our samples consist
of 2.5% D2O in triple distilled and filtered H2O for probing
the OD stretch and of 2.5% H2O in D2O for the OH stretch.
The samples were enclosed between two CaF2 windows, with
a thin layer of vacuum grease and no spacer, yielding an ef-
fective thickness of ≈3 μm, in order to achieve the desired
optical density.

B. Theoretical methods

We explain the experimental results in the framework of
the Lippincott-Schroeder model43, 44 (see theory section for a
discussion of the validity and limitations of the model). For a

better comparison with Bakker’s work, we use the same func-
tional form [Eq. (4) below] and parameters as Refs. 39, 50,
and 51, i.e., DI a = 38750 cm−1, DI b = 25000 cm−1, DI I =

2000 cm−1, n I a = 10 Å−1, n I b = 16.5 Å−1, n I I = 2.9 Å−1,
r0 = 0.97 Å, and R0 = 2.88Å. We note that other authors
have used different functional forms for VI I and different
parameters.43, 44, 52–54 The detailed outcome of the calculation
does depend on these parameters, as such we stress that we
do not consider the results to be quantitative. We will never-
theless see that the Lippincott-Schroeder potential can quali-
tatively reproduce the 2D IR response.

The kinetic energy operator was assumed to decouple
for the two degrees of freedom, with an effective mass of
μOH = 1 for the OH vibration (or μOD = 2 for the OD
vibration, respectively), and μO···O = 9 for the O· · ·O
hydrogen bond coordinate (i.e., two waters with mass 18
oscillating against each other). We solved the problem on
two levels: first, in the usual adiabatic treatment which is
justified by the fact that the OH-vibration is about one order
of magnitude higher in frequency than the O· · ·O vibration;
second, on a numerically exact level by solving the 2D
vibrational Schrödinger problem, which implicitly includes
all non-adiabatic couplings between the various νOH states.
In both cases, we used a sinc-function DVR basis in cartesian
coordinates55 on a properly centered grid with a step size
0.07 Å in the rOH-direction and 0.04 Å in the RO···O-direction
(with these parameters, the relevant bound eigenstates are
converged).

2D IR spectra were calculated from the vibrational eigen-
states using diagrammatic perturbation theory.37, 56 To that
end, the response functions of bleach (Rbl), stimulated emis-
sion (Rse), and excited state absorption (Rex ) have been
calculated for both rephasing (re) and non-rephasing (nr )
pathways:

Rbl,re =
∑

i1, j0,k1

μ0,i1μi1, j0μ j0,k1μk1,0 (1)

· ei(+ωi1 t1+ω j0 t2−(ωk1 −ω j0 )t3)e−(t1+t3)/T2 ,

Rbl,nr =
∑

i1, j0,k1

μ0,i1μi1, j0μ0,k1μk1, j0

· ei(−ωi1 t1−ω j0 t2−ωk1 t3)e−(t1+t3)/T2 ,

Rse,re =
∑

i1, j1,k0

μ0, j1μ0,i1μ j1,k0μi1,k0

· ei(+ω j1 t1−(ωi1 −ω j1 )t2−(ωi1 −ωk0 )t3)e−(t1+t3)/T2 ,

Rse,nr =
∑

i1, j1,k0

μ0,i1μ0, j1μ j1,k0μi1,k0

· ei(−ωi1 t1−(ωi1 −ω j1 )t2−(ωi1 −ωk0 )t3)e−(t1+t3)/T2 ,

Rex,re =
∑

i1, j1,k2

μ0, j1μ0,i1μi1,k2μk2, j1

· ei(+ω j1 t1−(ωi1 −ω j1 )t2−(ωk2 −ω j1 )t3)e−(t1+t3)/T2 ,

Rex,nr =
∑

i1, j1,k2

μ0,i1μ0, j1μi1,k2μk2, j1

· ei(−ωi1 t1−(ωi1 −ω j1 )t2−(ωk2 −ω j1 )t3)e−(t1+t3)/T2 .
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The summation indexes j0, k0 run over all states in the
νOH = 0 manifold, i1, j1 in the νOH = 1 manifold, and k2

in the νOH = 2 manifold. In the adiabatic calculation, the
assignment of an eigenstate to one of these manifolds is
given by construct, and the transition dipoles were calculated
from the corresponding Franck-Condon factors. In the full
2D non-adiabatic calculation, this assignment is no longer
clear-cut since strong mode mixing occurs. We therefore as-
signed states by their frequency ordering as well as through
their connectivity by the transition dipole, which was com-
puted as μi j = 〈φi |rOH|φ j 〉 (assuming that it is the polar OH
group that gives rise to the oscillator strength). We assumed
a low-temperature limit, so all pathways start from the over-
all ground state (with the chosen set of parameters for the
Lippincot-Schroeder model, the first excited state with one
quantum in the O· · ·O coordinate lies at 405 cm−1, so it will
not be excited at the experimental temperature of 80 K. The
same is still true when taking into account that this set of
parameters over-estimates the O· · ·O by a factor 2-3). The
response functions were exponentially damped with a time
constant of T2 = 50 fs during the coherence times t1 and t3
for the OH vibration of HOD/D2O (and T2 = 300 fs for the
OD vibration of HOD/H2O), effectively convoluting a 2D-
stick spectrum with 2D Lorentzians with 200 cm−1 (30 cm−1)
FWHM spectral width. No phenomenological damping factor
was included for the population time t2, so its dephasing (see
Fig. 8 below) represents the inherent time-evolution of the
wavefunction. The incoherent pump-probe spectra in Fig. 5
were calculated omitting all coherence terms during the pop-
ulation time t2 (i.e., restricting the sums in Rbl to j0 = 0 and
to i1 = j1 in Rse or Rex ). This procedure mimics a double-
resonance spectrum with spectrally narrow pump and probe
pulses.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To set the stage, we show in Fig. 1 the linear absorp-
tion spectra of isotope diluted ice Ih, which agree with pre-
viously measured spectra.34 Two different isotopic mixtures
have been measured: (a) the OH stretch of HOD/D2O and (b)
the OD stretch of HOD/H2O. The broad background distri-
bution underlying the OD stretch [Fig. 1(b)] is the libration-
bend combination mode of the H2O surrounding molecules.
The OH stretch of ice Ih is more narrow and red-shifted
compared to that of liquid water. The spectral narrowing re-
flects the much smaller variability of local structural motives
around the OH or OD chromophore in the crystalline phase,
despite the existence of proton disorder. Furthermore, the shift
to lower frequencies indicates an average stronger hydrogen
bonding environment,57 which occurs already by cooling liq-
uid water to lower temperatures.36 In contrary, the libration-
bend combination mode of the H2O [Fig. 1(b)] appears blue-
shifted for the ice phase in comparison to the liquid.58

A selection of 2D IR spectra of the OH stretch vi-
bration of HOD/D2O at T = 80K is shown in Fig. 2, up-
per row, for population times t2 varied between 100 fs and
1 ps. By convention, the horizontal axis is the probe fre-
quency and the vertical the pump frequency. The signal in-
tensity decreases as a function of population time t2 due to
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FIG. 1. Linear absorption spectra of the (a) OH stretch mode of HOD/ D2O
and the (b) OD stretch mode of HOD/ H2O. The spectra of liquid water (red
dashed line) appear blue-shifted and much broader than that of ice Ih (blue
solid line).

vibrational relaxation (this effect is normalized out in Fig. 2
to facilitate a better comparison of the 2D IR line shape).
The on-diagonal blue lobe (0-1 transition) is associated with
ground state processes, such as bleach and stimulated emis-
sion. The red lobe (1-2 transition) is attributed to excited state
absorption of the stretch vibration. In agreement with previ-
ous hole-burning38 and pump-probe experiments,39 the 1-2
transition is significantly broader than the corresponding 0-1
transition. This asymmetry is very pronounced for the OH
stretch vibration in HOD/D2O (Fig. 2, upper row), but is also
present for the OD stretch vibration in HOD/H2O (Fig. 2,
lower row). The common dephasing theories used to describe
2D IR lineshapes37, 56 assume that fluctuations of the environ-
ment affect the 0-1 and the 1-2 transitions in a highly corre-
lated manner, in which case they are expected to be equally
broad. On the other hand, the vibrational relaxation (T1) con-
tribution to dephasing may affect the two transitions differ-
ently, which is the explanation put forward by Bakker and
co-workers.39 However, the observation of the asymmetry for
both the OH and the OD stretch vibration challenges the ex-
planation of Ref. 39 that a Fermi resonance with the HOD
bending mode is responsible for lifetime broadening of the 1-
2 transition. While the second overtone of the HOD bending
mode at 1470 cm−1 is indeed resonant with the 1-2 transition
of the OH stretch vibration, this is no longer the case for the
OD stretch vibration.

As a second piece of information extracted from the 2D
IR spectra, we turn to the question of inhomogeneous broad-
ening. We observe very little substructure in the 0-1 transition
(indicated in Fig. 2 by the green square in the t2 = 200 fs
of OH of HOD/D2O), apart from which the 2D IR line-
shapes are hardly tilted along the diagonal in neither of the
isotopomers. Such a tilt, which is observed for example for
liquid water,59–62 would reflect a correlation between pump
and probe frequency, i.e., would reflect an inhomogeneity
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FIG. 2. Experimental purely absorptive 2D IR spectra of the OH stretch of HOD/D2O (upper row) and of the OD stretch of HOD/H2O (lower row) at T = 80K

for different population times t2. In both cases, a very broad excited state signal (red lobe) in comparison to that associated with ground state processes (blue
lobe) is observed. The lineshape of the ground state exhibits surprisingly little inhomogeneity due to proton disorder (substructure in the green square) as
discussed in the text.

in hydrogen bond strengths. Apparently, proton disorder in
ice Ih affects the hydrogen bond strength of the vibrational
chromophores too little to cause appreciable inhomogeneous
broadening. The bands appear to be mostly homogeneously
broadened, probably due to fast thermal fluctuations.

Finally, at late population times (1 ps), a positive (red)
contribution at higher frequencies is observed for both iso-
tope mixtures (Fig. 2). This effect has also been observed by
pump-probe spectroscopy of OH of HOD/D2O,39 as a grow-
ing contribution of a 400 fs timescale at 3380 cm−1, in agree-
ment with our observations. The appearance of this band has
been attributed to the vibrational relaxation through an inter-
mediate state likely related to bending mode and intermolec-
ular relaxation.

Figure 3 focuses on the dynamics of the 0-1 and 1-2 tran-
sitions for both isotopic mixtures. Plotted is the signal inten-
sity of the center of the blue and red lobes of the 2D IR spectra
as a function of population time t2. The signal decays due to
vibrational relaxation, and in addition, quantum beats are ob-
served for the OH stretch vibration of HOD/D2O [Fig. 3(a)].
The solid lines are fits using the following function:

S(t) = A1 · e−t/τ1

+A2 · e−t/τ2 · cos

(

2π t

τ3
+ φ

)

, (2)

where A1 and A2 are the amplitudes of the exponential de-
cay and the oscillatory component, τ1 is the signal decay time
constant, τ2 the oscillatory component time constant and τ3

the oscillation period and φ the phase. For the OH vibration of
HOD/D2O [Fig. 3(a)], we observe a close to exponential de-
cay, with time constants of (590 ± 60) fs for the 0-1 transition
(blue circles) and (440 ± 50) fs for the 1-2 transition, in agree-
ment with previous studies.38, 39 In addition, a damped oscilla-
tory contribution is observed with frequency (150 ± 10) cm−1

and amplitude A2 = 50% A1. Beating is not evident within
the signal-to-noise ratio for the OD case, which exhibits a de-
cay time constant of (410 ± 20) fs for the 0-1 (blue circles)
transition and (360 ± 40) fs for the 1-2 transition.

IV. THEORY

The two features in the 2D IR response that need to be
explained are (a) the quantum beats observed for the OH
vibration of HOD/D2O, as well as (b) the asymmetry in
the width of lineshapes of the 0-1 transition versus the 1-
2 transition. The latter is extremely pronounced for the OH
vibration of HOD/D2O (and has also been observed in IR
pump-probe spectroscopy38, 39) but is still very significant for
the OD vibration of HOD/H2O. In the following, we will
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FIG. 3. Dynamics of the 0-1 (blue circles) and 1-2 transitions (small red
squares) extracted for the experimental 2D IR spectra for the (a) OH stretch
vibration of HOD/H2O and (b) for the OD stretch vibration of HOD/D2O.
The signal of the 1-2 transition is scaled up by factors 5 and 2, respectively
(large red squares). The sold lines represent exponential fits, in the OH case
with a damped oscillatory component included.
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FIG. 4. Adiabatic representation of the Lippincott-Schroeder model for the OH vibration of HOD/D2O, using the same parameters as in Figs. 5 and 6. (a)
A cut through the Lippincott-Schroeder potential for RO···O =2.76 Å, the hydrogen bond distance in ice Ih. The eigenstates corresponding to the OH-stretch
vibrations are shown. (b) The dependence of the OH-stretch energies in dependence of the hydrogen bond length RO···O. The most important Franck-Condon
like transitions are shown in the same color code as in Fig. 5: bleach in green, stimulated emission in blue, and excited state absorption in red.

apply the Lippincott-Schroeder43, 44 model to qualitatively ex-
plain these features. The Lippincott-Schroeder model is a one-
dimensional model of the hydrogen bond including two most
relevant degrees of freedom, i.e., the O-H (or O-D) bond
length rOH and the O· · ·O hydrogen bond length RO···O. These
two degrees of freedom are extremely strongly coupled, much
stronger than, for example, to the hydrogen bond bending
coordinate.52 We use the functional form:

V (r, R) = VI a + VI b + VI I , (3)

with

VI a = DI a[1 − e−n I a (rOH−r0)2/2rOH ],

VI b = DI b[1 − e−n I b(RO···O−rOH−r0)2/2(RO···O−rOH)],

VI I = DI I [1 − e−n I I (RO···O−R0)]2, (4)

where rOH is the gas phase O-H (or O-D) bond length. The
ansatz takes the point of view that the proton is bound to the
one oxygen through term VI a with a binding energy DI a , but
can in principle also bind to the other oxygen with binding en-
ergy DI b (which is assumed to be smaller since proton trans-
fer is asymmetric in this case). Furthermore, both oxygens in-
teract through a Morse potential VI I with an equilibrium dis-
tance determined by R0. The Lippincott-Schroeder potential
is phenomenological but ab-initio calculation have verified its
essential features.63

The Lippincott-Schroeder model was originally designed
to explain the energetics and spectroscopy of hydrogen
bonded crystals, in particular the strong dependence of the
OH vibrational frequency on the O· · ·O hydrogen bond
length.43, 44 Bakker and co-workers have extended the idea
and applied it to pump-probe spectroscopy, which, in essence,
includes higher vibrational states. They explain successfully
the asymmetry of the spectral width of the 0-1 versus the 1-2
transition in the IR-pump-probe response in liquid water,50, 51

but conclude that it fails for ice Ih,39 where this asymmetry

is much more pronounced but structural disorder is less. We
show here that we can in fact explain the 2D IR response of
both the OH vibration of HOD/D2O and the OD vibration of
HOD/H2O, when taking into account non-adiabatic couplings
within the Lippincott-Schroeder potential.

The Lippincott-Schroeder model is of course very ideal-
ized when studying ice. First, it reduces the problem to that
of a water-dimer, whereas in reality water molecules vibrate
against each other in longitudinal acoustic or optical phonons.
Furthermore, the Lippincott-Schroeder potential is dissocia-
tive along the RO···O coordinate with a continuum of states
above essentially DI I , which is not realistic in the crystal due
to cage effects. On the other hand, due the finite grid in the
numerical diagonalization of the Hamiltonian, the O· · ·O hy-
drogen bond length is in fact confined as well, albeit in a
very artificial manner (essentially like a particle-in-the-box
problem). Overall, we do not consider the outcome of the
Lippincott-Schroeder model to be quantitative. In particular,
we did not attempt to fit parameters to the experimental results
since we feel that this would take the model too far. Never-
theless, the Lippincott-Schroeder model captures in essence
the large anharmonic coupling between the two degrees of
freedom, so it is worthwhile exploring what are the model‘s
predictions for 2D IR spectroscopy. In a more realistic mod-
eling, one might perform a mixed-quantum-classical simula-
tion, treating the HOD· · ·OH2 quantum-mechanically and the
remainder of the crystal as classical bath. While such a sim-
ulation would definitively be very illustrative, it goes beyond
the scope of this paper.

Figure 4 shows the usual adiabatic treatment of the
Lippincott-Schroeder potential. One first solves the 1D rOH-
Schrödinger equation for a given hydrogen bond distance
RO···O (2.76 Å in Fig. 4(a), which is the hydrogen bond
distance in ice Ih15) revealing adiabatic states for the OH
stretch vibration. Repeating this for all RO···O’s, one assem-
bles “potential energy surfaces” for each νOH stretch state
[Fig. 4(b), note that all this is on an electronic ground-state
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next to the overlapping stimulated emission lines. The asterisks “*” and “**” label transitions to the wavefunctions shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), respectively.

surface]. Finally, the RO···O-motion is quantized on these
surfaces. This leads to Franck-Condon like transitions
with the corresponding progressions, just like in electronic
(vibronic) spectroscopy.

Figures 5(a) and 5(c) shows a simulated incoherent IR
pump-probe spectrum (see Material and Methods). We dis-
criminate bleach signals (green), stimulated emission signals
(blue) and excited state absorption signals (red), following
the colorcode of Fig. 4(b). The bleach signal mirrors a lin-
ear absorption spectrum (squared) with the dominating zero-
phonon line at about 3000 cm−1 (for OH in HOD/D2O) and
a small progression band at about 3400 cm−1. The stimulated
emission signal includes an additional Franck Condon pro-
gression towards lower frequencies, which originates mostly
from the transition from νO···O = 0 in the OH first excited
states νOH = 1 down to several quanta in the O· · ·O coor-
dinate in the OH ground state νOH = 0. The progression of
the stimulated emission towards lower frequencies is more
pronounced than that of the bleach, since the former scales
with the square of the transition dipoles (Franck-Condon fac-
tors) and the latter with the fourth power. In addition, we
find excited state absorption bands over a wide frequency
range. The corresponding Franck-Condon progressions are
not regular due to the strong anharmonic character of the adi-
abatic potential energy surfaces and also their different energy
spacings.

In order to test the quality of the adiabatic approxima-
tion, we also solve the 2D Schrödinger equation on a numeri-
cally exact level, which implicitly includes non-adiabatic cou-
pling between the various νOH-stretch states. Figure 6 shows

some examples of vibrational wavefunctions, e.g., the ground
state in Fig. 6(a) and the first excited state with respect to
the O· · ·O hydrogen bond coordinate in Fig. 6(b) (its vibra-
tional frequency, 405 cm−1, overestimates the experimentally
observed value by a factor of 2-3). The perpendicular nodal
plane of the wavefunction in Fig. 6(c) indicates that this is
the first excited state with respect to the OH stretch coor-
dinate. However, clearly some weak mode-mixing appears
with a state that contains many quanta in the O· · ·O hydro-
gen bond vibration (from the build up of O· · ·O states in the
energy range around this eigenstate, we conclude that it is the
13th excited state). Hence, the state could be approximated as
� = c1|1OH〉|0O···O〉 + c2|0OH〉|13O···O〉 with c2 ≪ c1, where
|iOH〉 and |iO···O〉 are states with i quanta in the rOH or the
RO···O coordinates, respectively. Mode mixing in the νOH = 2
manifold becomes severely stronger and a clear assignment
of these states is no longer possible [Fig. 6(d)].

In Fig. 5(b) is presented the resulting pump-probe spec-
trum. The appearance of bleach and stimulated emission sig-
nals can perfectly be understood in the framework of the adi-
abatic representation (Fig. 4). Due to the strong mode mix-
ing at higher energies, however, the adiabatic representation
breaks down for the excited state absorption signals [Fig. 5(b),
red]. The state shown in Fig. 6(d) is the one which gives
rise to the strongest transition in the excited state absorption
spectrum [marked with “**” in Fig. 5(b)], but many other
states carry oscillator strength as well. Due to non-adiabatic
coupling, the various Franck-Condon transitions into the
νOH = 2 manifold couple with a quasi-continuum of states
from νOH = 0 and νOH = 1, so they spread out and we get an
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irregular pattern of excited state transitions that extends over
more than 2000 cm−1. For the OD case, this effect is signifi-
cantly reduced, but still present [Fig. 5(d)].

Figure 7 shows simulated 2D IR spectra in dependence
of the population time t2, and Fig. 8 the time dependence of
the intensity of the peaks marked by an asterisk in Fig. 7.
The later is to be compared with the experimental data in
Fig. 3 (red curves). In particular, the excited state contri-
bution strongly beats for the OH vibration of HOD/D2O
with an oscillation period of ≈550 cm−1 (we note again
that the Lippincott-Schroeder potential we used overesti-

mates the hydrogen-bond vibration frequency). Owing to
the anharmonicity of the νOH = 1 potential energy surface,
these beats dephase after about 450 fs (Fig. 8) as the wave-
function disperses (the wavepacket again rephases at longer
t2-times). Quantum beating is significantly less for the OD
vibration of HOD/H2O (Fig. 8, blue line). Due to the lower
energy regime reached in this case, less of the anharmonic-
ity of the Lippincott-Schroeder potential is explored, so the
adiabatic potentially energy surfaces [i.e., the equivalent of
Fig. 4(b)] are less displaced and the wavepacket is less oscil-
latory.
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FIG. 7. Simulated purely-absorptive 2D IR spectra for the OH vibration of HOD/D2O (top row) and the OD vibration of HOD/H2O (bottom row) for various
population times t2 = 0 fs, t2 = 30 fs, t2 = 60 fs, and t2 = 450 fs (when most of the quantum coherence is dephased). The asterisk (*) marks the positions,
whose time-dependence is depicted in Fig. 8.
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V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We performed 2D IR measurements of isotope diluted
ice Ih for both the OH vibration in HOD/D2O and the OD
vibration of HOD/H2O at 80 K. Based on the Lippincott-
Schroeder model, we attempt to reproduce our observations
and to understand the physical mechanisms behind these pro-
cesses. Despite the conceptual crudeness of the Lippincott-
Schroeder model (i.e., restriction to two degrees of freedom,
treatment as a water-dimer), semi-quantitative agreement with
the experimental observations is obtained.

We observe a significantly broader excited state absorp-
tion signal than that of the bleach and the stimulated emis-
sion, in agreement with previous pump-probe measurements
of the OH stretch vibration of HOD/D2O.38, 39 Bakker and co-
workers explained the broad linewidth of the 1-2 transition by
lifetime broadening caused by a Fermi resonance with the first
overtone of the HOD bending vibration.39 The observation of
the same effect for the OD vibration of HOD/H2O, however,
suggests the presence of an alternative mechanism, since the
overtone of the HOD bending is no longer in resonance. Non-
adiabatic treatment of the Lippincott-Schroeder model can ex-
plain the effect for both the OH and the OD vibration, in-
cluding the less pronounced broadening in the OD case, since
non-adiabatic coupling will also lead to efficient de-excitation
of the νOH = 2 state. Bakker and co-workers used the same
Lippincott-Schroeder model with the same set of parameters
when they concluded that it cannot explain the asymmetry in
linewidth.39 However, they argued in terms of a classical dis-
tribution of O· · ·O distances, which for ice Ih is too small to
explain the effect (in contrast to liquid water50, 51). In essence,
it is the quantum-mechanical delocalization of the wavefunc-
tion in the RO···O direction (Fig. 6), which effectively causes
a wide range of O· · ·O distances and hence Franck-Condon
like transitions in a wide range of frequencies. The quantum-
mechanical nature of the O· · ·O coordinate has been neglected
in Ref. 39.

Quantum beats are observed both in the experiment and
theory, which represent a coherent oscillation of the O· · ·O
hydrogen bond degree of freedom. In the framework of the

adiabatic picture shown in Fig. 4, these quantum beats are un-
derstood as O· · ·O wavepackets that are generated after im-
pulsive excitation into the displaced νOH = 1 potential en-
ergy surface. In our simulations, the wavepacket dephases
after ≈450 fs, since the νOH = 1 potential energy surface is
anharmonic, with recurrences that appear afterwards. In re-
ality, however, dephasing is irreversible (i.e., nonrecurrent),
possibly due to thermal fluctuations and potentially also due
to the inhomogeneity caused by proton disorder. Hardly any
quantum beating is found for the OD stretch vibration in
HOD/H2O, since anharmonicity of the potential energy sur-
face is less pronounced at the lower energy of the OD ex-
citation. The beating frequency provides information con-
cerning the nature of these intermolecular modes. A band
at 156 cm−1 in the low frequency IR spectrum of isotope
dilute ice H2O/D2O was assigned to longitudinal acoustic
(LA) phonons at the boundary of the Brillouin zone.29 The
mechanism of the coherent excitation of such zone bound-
ary phonons likely is the same as after electronic excitations
of diatomic molecules (e.g., Br2, I2) in rare gas matrices.64

Also a mixed quantum-classical MD simulation of ice Ih (i.e.,
treating the OH or OD vibrator quantum-mechanically but the
lattice motion as classical) revealed an oscillatory response in
the frequency fluctuation correlation function of the OH vi-
bration with a frequency of 230 cm−1 (in fair agreement with
the experimentally observed beating frequency of 150 ±10
cm−1), which was assigned to the intermolecular hydrogen
bond stretch coordinate.22 We conclude that the experimen-
tally observed beats reflect the same mode.

We hardly resolve any signature of inhomogeneous
broadening in the 2D-IR spectra. In Ref. 22, it has been con-
cluded based on MD simulations that proton disorder leads
to an inhomogeneous broadening of ≈70 cm−1. However,
as also mentioned in Ref. 22, this width overestimates the
experimentally observed total width of 25 cm−1 at 10 K
significantly.33 Given the complication in the interpretation
of the 2D IR lineshape that arises from the coupling to the
O· · ·O mode, the quantum-mechanical character of which is
not included in the simulation of Ref. 22, we cannot exclude
an inhomogeneous distribution on the order of 25 cm−1.

It is illustrative to compare the 2D IR response of ice Ih
with that of liquid water.59–62 Also in liquid water, the 1-2
transition is broader than the 0-1 transition, and in fact it has
been argued that this reflects the anharmonic coupling to the
O· · ·O hydrogen the bond length.50, 51 However, due to the
much larger effect of disorder in water, this effect is largely
blurred. Hence it appears that ice Ih is better suited to study
the quantum-mechanical character of the hydrogen bond and
its consequence for vibrational spectroscopy. Beatings have
also been observed in the frequency fluctuation correlation
function of liquid water by photon echo spectroscopy,65

as well as theoretically.66, 67 The frequency is comparable
(180 cm−1), and it is also assigned to an slightly under-
damped oscillatory motion of the intermolecular hydrogen
bond coordinate. Not surprisingly, the oscillatory contribution
is damped less in the crystalline state. Finally, conformational
disorder in liquid water leads to a measurable tilt in the 2D IR
lineshapes,59–62 whereas proton disorder in ice Ih has a very
small effect on the OH stretch frequency to be detected.
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There has been a long standing debate concerning the
lineshape of neat (H2O and D2O) ice Ih,23, 28, 68 which ex-
hibits much more complex structure than that of isotope di-
luted ice Ih. One explanation of the complex linear spectra
is based on the strong excitonic coupling between individual
water molecules.23 In this context, an extension of the current
work to neat H2O and D2O ice Ih will be interesting, since
the appearance of cross peaks in 2D IR spectroscopy report
on exciton coupling. We will discuss such experiments in a
future publication.
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